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Toward a Better Understanding of...




Graphite oxide (GO) is an allotrope of carbon comprised of oxygen and hydrogen and it is 
produced by exposing graphite to strong oxidizing conditions resulting in the attachment 
of functional groups to the graphitic surface. This process expands the interlayer distance 
of graphite and makes GO easy to exfoliate into single layers, i.e., graphene oxide sheets. 
Although the exact structure of GO and the mechanism of its formation are still unclear, 
various approaches to oxidation have been reported. We chose the Hummers’ synthetic 
method due to its safety and efficiency at oxidizing carbon; this protocol was modified 
to increase product yield. To determine the best path for synthesis, the product GO was 
characterized using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Raman spectroscopy. Through 
optimization, we managed to exfoliate the product GO without reducing it due to 
prolonged exposure in heat. Finally, we generated a synthetic protocol to be referenced 
for future synthesis.
